
Leading the way in water

Superior Technology. Fresher Water.



Pioneer Water Tanks are  
Leading the way in water! 

Let me point out the reasons why  
we sell and install more tanks  

than anyone in the country. 



No other tank company can give you these benefits.

3 4 521
Trusted since 1988

With over 30 years’  
experience you get the peace 

of mind that comes with 
dealing with Australia’s  
#1 BIG Tank Company.

Fresher Water
Our tank liner actively works  
to kill bad bacteria, microbes 
and algae in your tank. Your 
water stays cleaner, healthier 

and fresher for longer.

8-80 V-LOCK®
Pioneer tanks are stronger 

than corrugated tanks.  
The Pioneer wall profile also 
supports the liner better and 

helps it last longer.

Pioneer Dealer Direct®
Your tank is built by a trained 
and accredited tank expert 

whose local reputation relies 
on a good quality product 

being built to a high standard.

20/20 Warranty
Pioneer provides a  

SUPERIOR 20 year warranty,  
20 year structural and  

20 years against leakage. 
Applicable for tanks GT10– GT250. Conditions apply.

Leading the way in water



For more than 30 Years, Pioneer Water Tanks have been leading the way in water.



Pioneer is Australia’s #1 BIG tank company! 1 Trusted Since 1988

“

”

After 25 years using 
Australian Pioneer Tanks 

we continue to choose 
them for consistent  

durable quality, innovative 
design, adaptability to 
different environments  

and tidy finish.

JOSHUA, STIRLING ESTATE  
– WESTERN AUSTRALIA

For over 30 years we’ve remained 
the industry leader by continually 
improving the engineering  
and technology that goes into  
every tank. 

Pioneer is proudly 100% owned 
and operated in Australia. We 
maintain tight levels of control  
over our design and manufacturing 
processes, which ensures we 
make our products to the highest 
standards. We have made 
significant investments in our 
plant and equipment to create the 
most technologically advanced 
tank manufacturing facility in 
Australia. We firmly believe that 
Australian made products are 
superior to imported products and 

we understand the importance of  
knowing the provenance of our 
raw materials to ensure everything 
meets our high standards.  We only 
use Australian-made BlueScope 
Colorbond® and Zincalume® steel 
up to 1.2mm thick in the production 
of our tank walls and all of the steel 
that goes into our roof structure 
is Australian made. All of our 
accessories like roof hatches and 
ladders are made locally and we’re 
the only tank company in Australia 
who doesn’t import tank liner fabric 
to make our tank liners.

Our exclusive tank liner fabric 
Aqualiner FRESH® is 100% made in 
Australia so we know exactly what 
goes into making it, and the high 

standards it is made to. It’s the only 
tank liner we would trust with our 
drinking water. 

We understand how precious your 
water supply is, and we take our 
responsibility to keep it secure very 
seriously. We’ve been supplying 
long-lasting, high quality water 
tanks to people all over the world 
for over 30 years and our reputation 
for quality and reliability is what 
keeps our business growing every 
year. Join the many thousands of 
happy customers who become 
part of the Pioneer family every 
year, and discover for yourself why 
Pioneer Water Tanks is leading the 
way in water.

Pioneer sells more big tanks than any other tank company in 
Australia & we’re proud to be Australia’s most trusted water 
tank company. 



Only Pioneer can provide the freshest water for you and your family.



Choose to have fresh, clean & healthy water2
Pioneer has revolutionised water storage by developing an 
antimicrobial tank liner that will keep your water fresher, 
cleaner and healthier for longer.

Aqualiner FRESH® is the name 
we’ve given to our patent pending 
tank liner containing Sanitized® 
antimicrobial technology. No other 
tank company can offer this tank 
lining technology. It’s also certified 
to Australian and International 
drinking water standards and it 
is 100% BPA-free. It’s a global 
breakthrough in clean water 
storage technology and it is only 
available from the leaders in water 
storage - Pioneer Water Tanks.

How Does It Work?

Pioneer Water Tanks has 
collaborated with SANITIZED 
– a world leading institute in 
antimicrobial hygiene technology 

– to create a new cutting-edge tank 
liner that works to protect against 
the build-up of mould, algae, 
mildew and biofilm.

The advantage of harnessing  
world-class technology from the 
Swiss-based company SANITIZED 
in a water tank application is that 
the interior surfaces of your tank  
are actively working against 
bacterial growth.

Sanitized® technology complies 
with the strictest international 
health guidelines which means 
that your Aqualiner FRESH® tank 
liner has been rigorously tested 
for its functionality and safety 
for you and your environment.  

The new Aqualiner FRESH® liner  
is 100% compliant with Australian 
and International health standards 
for products in contact with 
drinking water. 

You can rest assured knowing 
you’ve purchased a safe and 
effective Australian-made product 
that is at the forefront of global liner 
technology and performance!

Safe storage of water, 
delivering clean fresh 
water for the family,  

the design of the tanks,  
the range of sizes and  
the professionalism  

of the local team  
constructing the tank  

plus the follow up service 
is 10 out of 10.

REBECCA, BAIRNSDALE  
– VICTORIA

Fresher Water

“

”



Pioneer’s unique 8-80 V-LOCK® profile creates the strongest, longest lasting tanks.



The strongest, longest lasting tanks available today3
Our exclusive 8-80 V-LOCK® tank wall profile provides the 
strength of cold formed steel and maintains a superior  
load-bearing support profile behind the internal tank liner,  
to maximise the life of the liner. It also looks fantastic!

This will be the third 
Pioneer Tank we have 

bought in 18 months for 
these reasons…We believe 
they are the best looking 
tank on the market. They 

are built strong and 
tough to last which is to 
our liking as we are only 
young lads in a farming 
partnership. The service 
seems to be very good  

with the past two tanks  
so we can’t go past  

Pioneer Water Tanks.

NATHAN, NATTE YALLOCK  
– VICTORIA

8-80 V-LOCK®

“

”

Our water tank is designed 
and built on solid engineering 
principles and our distinctive  
8-80 V-LOCK® wall profile is 
significantly different from all other 
tanks. Why? Unlike most other 
tanks, the 8-80 V-LOCK® profile 
was custom engineered for the sole 
purpose of water storage. It’s so 
good it won an Australian Design 
Award, but what does it do? What’s 
so special about our unique 8-80 
V-LOCK® tank wall profile?

The more elaborate a profile, the 
stronger you make a sheet of steel. 
Think about the motor car and the 
shapes and styles car manufacturers 

use to produce the vehicle’s body. 
A car’s body panels could be 
completely flat, but manufacturers 
introduce curves and profiles to 
improve the strength of their cars 
as well as to add to the aesthetic 
appeal of their product.  We’ve 
done the same with a Pioneer 
Water Tank.

Pioneer’s exclusive 8-80 V-LOCK® 
wall profile also provides the 
exceptional internal strength  
and support for the tank liner.  
It provides a superior level of 
support when compared with a 
traditional corrugated wall profile, 
and that’s very important when it 

comes to making a tank liner last 
longer. We know this because 
we’ve been doing it for longer  
than anyone else.

Apart from being the strongest tank 
wall panel available, our innovative 
wall profile also provides a clean, 
modern look which is pleasing to 
the eye. 

Our 8-80 V-LOCK® wall profile is 
your guarantee of strength and 
quality, and it’s only available  
from Pioneer Water Tanks. It’s  
our signature and it’s the mark  
of our brand.



The Pioneer Dealer Direct® experience. Local dealer, local knowledge.



4
With over 50 experienced Pioneer Dealers around the country 
you can be assured of expert local advice and service from 
the start of your search for a tank through to installation and 
throughout it’s long service life.

Pioneer Dealer Direct®

“

”

There are numerous points of 
difference and benefits which set  
us apart from our competitors, but 
the single most valuable benefit to 
our customers is the outstanding 
local service and support you will 
receive from your local accredited 
Pioneer Dealer.  

Pioneer Dealers are local people 
running local businesses, doing 
extraordinary things. They are 
all experts in their field and they 
are passionate about providing 
the best water tanks and advice.  
Our dealers are typically small 
business owners, working hard in 
their local communities to deliver 

an exceptional product with 
unmatched service to your door 
step. Their reputation is their most 
valuable asset.

You see, no matter how much 
effort we put into designing and 
manufacturing a tank, it has to be 
installed correctly, so it’s only as 
good as the person who’s building 
it on your property. We’re very 
confident that we’ve got the best 
trained and most experienced tank 
builders in the country.

When you deal with Pioneer you 
actually deal with the Pioneer 
Dealer Direct® network, Australia’s 

largest network of experienced 
local tank experts. 

Trained and accredited by Pioneer 
Water Tanks, your local Pioneer 
Dealer will manage the project  
from start to finish, including a 
trouble-free installation and after 
sales service. The Pioneer Dealer 
Direct® Network makes it easy  
for you.

Australia’s largest network of local tank experts

I would just like to let you know 
how happy I am with regard to 
the installation of my second 

GT40 Colorbond® tank. I could 
not be happier with the product 

or the installation of same,  
Mt Barker Tanks (The Tankman) 

were also the company that 
installed my first tank. I could 

not speak more highly of 
Wes if I attempted to, he is 
a sincere, ethical, respectful 

and hardworking young man, 
nothing was ever too much 

trouble for him though access 
to the site was difficult, it was a 
joy to have him on my property. 

You could, and should, feel 
very proud that you have him 
representing your company.

FRANK GEERS 
- WESTERN AUSTRALIA



We chose peace of mind. We know we’re safe with Pioneer Water Tanks.



5
Get total peace of mind from the only tank company to have 
been in business for longer than the warranty period they offer.

We have seen these tanks 
in the district and liked 
the look of them. After 
talking to agriculture 

contractors and even one 
that dealt in poly tanks, 
your tanks came highly 

recommended. We liked the 
fact that we only needed 

one tank and also liked the 
20 year warranty so we 

have purchased a GT150. 
Nicolai the Pioneer Dealer 
in Stanthorpe proved to 

be very knowledgeable. He 
explained and answered  

all our questions.

VIVIEN & STUART, THE SUMMIT – 
QUEENSLAND

20/20 Warranty
“

”

A large capacity steel water 
tank is a big investment and it’s 
something you only want to buy 
once in your lifetime. With our 
thicker Colorbond® or Zincalume® 
tank walls (up to 1.2mm thick) and 
our five layer reinforced, 100% 
Australian-made Aqualiner FRESH® 
tank liner, a Pioneer Water Tank is 
engineered for the longest life.

Back in 2018, to celebrate our 30th 
anniversary as a company we gave 
a 30 year conditional warranty to 
every customer to demonstrate 
the complete confidence we have 
in our product. Tanks that were 
built in 1988 in our first year of 
business still remain in service to 
this day, over 30 years later and still 
holding water as securely as they 

did back on day one, testament 
to the longevity of our tanks. The 
thirty year warranty was a special 
celebration and a limited time offer, 
but it made a very important point: 
“We’ve been in the water tank 
business for longer than anyone 
else and we back our tanks to last 
longer than anyone else’s.”

Technology has come a long 
way since 1988 and we’ve spent 
more than 30 years improving our 
designs and refining our tank liner 
materials to stay at the forefront 
of water storage technology. The 
superior design and engineering of 
a Pioneer Water Tank, plus world-
class manufacturing facilities and 
our highly trained and passionate 
staff is what gives us the confidence 

to offer our customers the exclusive 
Pioneer 20/20 Warranty. That’s a 20 
year conditional structural warranty 
in addition to a 20 year conditional 
warranty against water leakage 
(only applicable for tank models 
GT10—GT280).

Trust Pioneer to give you the best warranty



 GT 500 500,065 109,999 14.04m 3.23m 16.04m x 200mm 37.10m3 2.1m3 14,000L

 GT 410 409,860 90,157 12.70m 3.23m 14.70m x 200mm 33.95m3 2.0m3 13,500L

 GT 370 367,831 80,784 12.03m 3.23m 14.03m x 200mm 30.93m3 1.9m3 12,900L

 GT 330 328,096 72,109 11.36m 3.23m 13.36m x 200mm  28.05m3 1.8m3 11,400L

 GT 290 290,632 63,876 10.70m 3.23m 12.70m x 200mm 25.32m3 1.7m3 9,000L

 GT 280 277,000 60,839 12.70m 2.18m 14.71m x 200mm 33.95m3 2.0m3 12,900L

 GT 250 247,478 54,478 12.03m  2.18m 14.03m x 200mm 30.93m3 1.9m3 11,400L

 GT 220 221,604 48,704 11.36m 2.18m 13.36m x 200mm 28.05m3 1.8m3 10,200L

 GT 200 195,851 43,044 10.70m 2.18m 12.70m x 200mm 25.32m3 1.7m3 9,000L

 GT 170 172,529 37,919 10.03m 2.18m 12.03m x 200mm 22.72m3 1.6m3 7,900L

 GT 150 149,948 32,956 9.36m 2.18m 11.36m x 200mm 20.27m3 1.5m3 7,000L

 GT 130 129,292 28,416 8.69m 2.18m 10.69m x 150mm 13.5m3 1.4m3 6,000L

 GT 110 110,116 24,212 8.02m 2.18m 10.02m x 150mm 11.8m3 1.3m3 5,050L

 GT 90 92,570 20,345 7.35m 2.18m 9.35m x 150mm 10.3m3 1.2m3 4,350L

 GT 80 76,504 16,814 6.69m 2.18m 8.69m x 150mm 8.9m3 1.1m3 3,550L

 GT 60 62,111 13,615 6.02m 2.18m 8.02m x 150mm 7.6m3 0.9m3 2,900L

 GT 50 48,963 10,761 5.35m 2.18m 7.35m x 150mm 6.4m3 0.8m3 2,300L

 GT 40 37,573 8,258 4.68m 2.18m 6.68m x 150mm 5.3m3 0.7m3 1,750L

 GT 30 27,542 6,053 4.01m 2.18m 6.01m x 150mm 4.3m3 0.6m3 1,300L

 GT 20 19,100 4,200 3.34m 2.18m 5.34m x 150mm 3.4m3 0.5m3 950L

 GT 10 12,200 2,600 2.67m 2.18m 4.67m x 150mm 2.6m3 0.4m3 600L

          Min. Water
      Pad Size  Min. Sand Aggregate Fill Required 
  Litres Gallons Diameter Height (Width x Depth) Required Required After Build

Tank Sizes
MODEL DIMENSIONS TANK PAD PREPARATION

Note: Allowance must be made for air gap and 
pipework positioning to establish usable tank volume.

GROSS CAPACITY

Warranty - Model size GT 10 – GT 280 (20 year conditional structural warranty and 20 conditional warranty against leakage). Model size GT 290 - GT 500 (10 year conditional structural warranty and 10 conditional warranty against leakage).



MONUMENT®

Pioneer Water Tanks Standard Tank Colour Range

ZINCALUME®

Zincalume®

Pioneer Water Tanks Non-Standard Colour Range

CLASSIC CREAMTM MANGROVE®

PAPERBARK® SURFMIST® WOODLAND GREY®

BASALT®

COVE® COTTAGE GREEN® DEEP OCEAN® DUNE® EVENING HAZE® GULLY® IRONSTONE®

JASPER® MANOR RED® NIGHT SKY® SHALE GREYTM TERRAIN® WINDSPRAY®

WALLABY®

PALE EUCALYPT®

Colorbond® Colours



Leading the way in water
23 Clayton Street, Bellevue, WA 6056 
PO Box 1874 Midland, WA 6936

Toll Free 1800 999 599 
Facsimile (08) 9274 4588

Email enquiries@pioneerwatertanks.com.au 
pioneerwatertanks.com.au

Join us on Facebook: facebook.com/pages/Pioneer-Water-Tanks/365908220188560

Your Local Authorised Dealer:

The information contained in this catalogue is provided for informational purposes only and to the fullest extent permitted by law, without any representation or warranty of accuracy or completeness of information or other 
warranty of any kind including any implied warranty of quality, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose or non-infringement. 

Additionally, Pioneer Water Tanks Pty Ltd (“Pioneer”) ABN 65 604 579 651 makes no representation whatsoever, either expressed or implied, in respect of information of third parties that appear in this catalogue.

Pioneer Water Tanks® and Aqualiner FRESH® are registered trade marks of Pioneer Water Tanks Pty Ltd. Colorbond® and Zincalume® are registered trademarks of BlueScope Steel Limited. Pioneer is not a designer of water 
management systems or a consultant in relation to their use. Recipients of this catalogue should make their own enquiries about the contents of this catalogue and independently verify the applicability, fitness for a particular 
purpose or suitability or liability with regard to the reliance on or use of any of the information in this catalogue or any Pioneer product. Pioneer will not be responsible for the consequences of reliance on any technical advice 
given by Pioneer employees, appointed dealers or sub contractors in relation to any matter other than those matters specific to the design, manufacture and installation (where applicable) of the Pioneer range of products.

Pioneer will be entitled at any time and without notice to change, update, modify, replace, discontinue, improve and delete any information or product in this catalogue.

The COLORBOND® steel images shown have been reproduced to represent actual product colours as accurately as possible. However, we recommend checking your chosen colour against an actual sample of the product 
before purchasing, as varying light conditions and limitations of the printing process may affect colour tones.


